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ABSTRACT 

The distinguishing features of the Chiral Lagrangian, Soft-Meson limit, and Effective 
Lagmnglan methods for estimating matrix elements are summarized. 

Estimating the ratio of matrix elements <t$KIH,IB~~0$mEI,vIB> arose during this workshop 
in connection with Dunietz’s talk on CP nonconservation. The various methods discussed wcn 
chiral perturbation theory, soft-meson limits and effective Lagrangians. Hopefully. the 
following remarks will be helpful in clarifying these approaches and their relation toeaeh other. 

- Chiral Lagmnglans. with some form of symmetty breaking, provide B systematic approach to 
calculating the corrections to the chiml symmetry limit, including the nonanalytic log terms. The 
symmetry breakivg includes, at least,, the massc~ The physical decay cqnstantr an? form factors 
~rei;xmselves gwen by a perturbatmn expsnaon, the leadmg term bang the churl symmetty 

-The chiml symmetry limit not only squires the masses to vanish. but the coupling constants 
must also asswne their symmetric values; B point that must be taken into account in comparing 
the chiml paurbation calculations with the soft-meson limit. 

-The soft mesmt limit provides the value of an amplitude at a 
The exwpulatkm can not be ex 

p” 
ted to be smooth unless rapt 2 

int outside the physical ngion. 
y varying contributions, such as 

poles and angular mcnnentum actors. are explicitly taken into account. The corrections are of 
the o&r of (tnl02 when f is the meson decay ctmstant and, in general. ac unknown. 

-In the effective Lagrrngian approach all possible couplings of the fields describing the particles 
nlevattt to the energy regime an included explicitly. The parameters. twsses and coupling 
constants, can be determined from some existing set of data and predictions for other phenomena 
can then bc made. Alternatively, various approximations; e.g., vector meson dominance. can be 
incorporated to constrain the parameters. Essentially, one is simply using the effective 
Lagmngisn to nlate two different sets of data in this approach. 

Consequently, it is equally valid to approximate Dunictz’s matrix element ratio 
the corrections in both cases t&g the order of 

, the same as the dt 

to the chiml symtnehic limit, however, without any estimate of the sire of the neglected higher 
order conhihutionr. 
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